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I see trees of green, red roses too
I see them bloom, for me and you
And I think to myself
What a wonderful world
 
I see skies of blue 
and clouds of white
The bright blessed days,
 the dark sacred nights
And I think to myself
What a wonderful world
 
The colors of the rainbow
So pretty in the sky
Are also on the faces
Of people going by
I see friends shaking hands,
 saying how do you do
They're really saying, I love you

One of my favourite  covers of Louis Armstrong's
gorgeous song by  Reneé Dominique

https://youtu.be/Mn2sKU0eCyU
https://youtu.be/Mn2sKU0eCyU
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I was speaking to a very dear friend  last Friday and she expressed how overwhelmed she 
 has been feeling, this week specifically, I heard the same thing from my best friend in
Delhi, we connected on our carefree days in college and i teared up. Since then ,I haven't
been able to shake off the heaviness in my heart. I too felt the exact same way -
overwhelmed, sad & deeply silent. I wanted to curl into my bed and wake up when
everything in the world was ok again. The last time I felt like crawling into my bed, I was
close to exhaustion at my workplace. And the sheer memory of those days gives me the
chills.
 
And so, I decided to take some time off from teaching to focus on my own practice. I am
taking a two week break until May 18. I am trying not to make lists of what I’m going to
achieve  in this time off, God knows I love making lists. But broadly, I want to move on my
mat in a way that feels natural to my body, honouring its needs for the day, and also i plan
to lie on my bed and stare at the ceiling, day dreaming. Drinks many cups of chai & read my
book.
 
 Often, one of things we struggle with, by ourselves, with our partners and our friends &
family, is expressing the emotions we are going through. I have a lovely friend who
encourages me to give words to my feelings. Words that are more than the ones we are
used to - happy, sad, angry - because under these larger buckets, there are finer layers of
what the emotion really feels like. I’ve always been an advocate of feeling everything you’re
feeling, in its full capacity. After-all that is what makes us human & gives us passion for
life. As a student of the Bhagavad Gita & the Wild Goddess - I sometimes find it tough to
consolidate the idea of being Wild & feeling everything you’re meant to feel in this gorgeous
life on one hand and the idea of Vairagya (dispassion), wherein you observe the goings on
of life without letting that colour your inner Being on the other.
 
I guess the connection comes from not letting anything drag your inner bliss down. It’s an
ongoing learning & that’s the beauty about all the reflection & contemplation & reading
about life and diving deep into all these philosophies ~ eventually at some point they all
converge.
 
After a few days of deep emotions, teary-eyed nights I felt myself for the first time in the
last couple of days, when I flowed on the mat this morning. My conversation with a dear
friend this afternoon reignited me - he told me it was ok to feel what i was feeling and
above all, he told me I was still loveable in my sadness as much as I am in my mad joy. 
 
Here's a lovely essay on Sadness by Rainer Maria Rilke - do not be afraid to feel what
you're feeling my Dear Ones, but use that to grow & become more human. 
 
As for me, I’ll be treating myself with some dolce far niente - the sweetness of doing
nothing ~ one of my favourite scenes from Eat, Pray, Love.
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https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/03/10/rilke-letters-to-a-young-poet-sadness/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6oY1EHXJNo
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I find this Feeling wheel very useful in articulating exactly what I'm feeling and really
understand the exact small emotion that is causing the larger emotion in me. I've found it
to be very useful in times of stress but also in relationships. Coming out of a stressful
week with feelings that seemed to take up all the space in my body and the space around
me as well, I sat down with this wheel today to see what exactly was going on inside. I
keep a print out of it handy at home ~ i pulled it out and traced my finger until I came to
the exact shade of what I was feeling. I had in fact forgotten about this tool, until I
received a lovely email from Brain Pickings, with a deeply moving article on the colour
spectrum of Sadness, that reminded me of it. I hope it serves you well.

So you must not be frightened … if a sadness rises up before you larger than any you have
ever seen; if a restiveness, like light and cloud-shadows, passes over your hands and over all
you do. You must think that something is happening with you, that life has not forgotten you,
that it holds you in its hand; it will not let you fall. Why do you want to shut out of your life
any agitation, any pain, any melancholy, since you really do not know what these states are
working upon you?
 
~ Rainer Maria Rilke

https://www.brainpickings.org/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/30/mary-ruefle-sadness-colors/


Deep breathing : inhale x exhale - 1:1 & increase to 1:2 if comfortable [3 mins]
Anulom Vilom : alternate nostril breath [3 mins]

Neck stretches & rotations
Shoulder pumps & rotations
Toes & Ankles stretches & rotations
Badhakonasana (butterfly )
Seated forward bend w/ crossed legs
Side bends and twists w/ crossed legs

Cat-Cow x 10 
Anjaneyasana  (low lunge) x 1 min each side
Ardha hanumanasana (half splits) x 1 min each side
Balasana (child's pose) x 3 breaths
Cobra x 3 times w/ 3 breaths each round
Makrasana (crocodile pose) x 5 breaths
Balasana x 3 breaths

Ustrasana (camel pose) x 2 rounds
Balasana  x 5 breaths
Adho Mukha Svanasana x 1 min w/ walking the dog.

Uttanasana (forward fold) x 2 mins (avoid if suffering from vertigo & high BP) - use
cushions or stack of blocks to rest the head on, deep bend in the knees.
Malasana (squat) : 1 min - sit on a block
Matyasana (fish pose) x 5 mins - block or cushion below the shoulder blades, optional
block or cushion under the head)
Ardha Matsyendrasana (supine twist) x 3 mins each side - place support under the knees.
Setubandasana (bridge pose) x 3 mins - block under the sacrum area. Legs bent or straight
Viparita Karani (legs up the wall) x 5 mins 
Shavasana x 7 mins

 
Pranayama 
 

 
Warm Up 
 

 
Spine & Hamstring Stretch

 
Hatha Yoga
 

 
Yin Yoga

These poses are designed to  stimulate the lymphatic system in the body, which is
basically your body’s drainage system. It aids in the absorption and transportation of
excess fluid in the body and the lymph nodes. The lymph nodes hold important cells (called
B and T cells) which are often much more effective in fighting foreign substances (like
bacteria, viruses etc) than your average immune cell. These special cells are only present
in the lymphatic system so to encourage the interaction between the foreign substance
and the B and T cells, we need to get the lymphatic system working. The ironic part is that
the lymph moves from your feet toward your neck, which is not how we are normally
oriented. Yoga is a really great tool for encouraging this process to take place on a regular
basis!
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